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        April  2014 

 

      TO:   ALL INTERESTED PHYSICIANS 

 

Last month we wrote about the restrictions and dangers inherent with patient HIV 

information.  Space constraints did not allow discussion of how a physician is to respond to a 

subpoena for such information. 

 

Under New York Law any subpoena for these types of records must contain the written 

authorization of the patient with specific consent for the release of the information.   

 

Without the specific authorization described the subpoena, by itself, does not authorize 

you to disclose any HIV information which may be present in the medical chart. 

 

Please be alert to a subpoena which may be signed by a judge which contains the words 

“so ordered.”   If one receives a subpoena with this language a red flag should arise as a 

subpoena for this type of disclosure must contain a judge’s formal court order which will state 

why the information should be disclosed. 

 

Should you receive the demand from an attorney for a medical record which may contain 

HIV information you must request that the patient in question execute the proper authorization.  

You must not disclose that the chart may contain HIV information and thus should you receive a 

demand you should contact your patient to procure the information. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

In the event that the patient in question is no longer alive HIV information can be 

released, if requested, to the representative of the decedent’s estate and to contacts of the 

deceased where those contacts are known by the physician and if a physician is of the opinion 

that the person had not been informed that the decedent may have had HIV. 

 

In those instances where you may not be able to locate your patient to obtain 

authorization you can redact the HIV information from the chart.  In doing so, it is suggested 

that you blacken or otherwise white-out the HIV information and then run that copy through 

your copy machine and use the “copied copy” so that nothing could be read through the white-

out. 
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       Schaum Law Offices 

        


